Z (A.j
A p ) -the join of subspaces (i.e. the smallest subspace containing We shall treat linear subspaces as subsets of the set of points of P n .
Assume that we are given the following subspaces: a|, A*, B®, 3®, A 1 " 1 , B m_1 , ot l+1 , such that A C Ai , B c Bi , ZU^Aj) =oi, ZiB^) = « t ji for i,j=1,2,3, i/j, 0 < 1 < m.
Since all of the above subspaces are contained in Z{a,|J), we may assume that Z(o< f JJ) = P 11 and consequently, n >3 (in the case n = 2 we obtain the known Pappus configuration).
Let us denotes •jf k = oi n (J (naturally: k = l+m+2-n and -1 < k < 1-1) Prom the above equality we obtain the inclusion S^2 c A nB which contradicts the assumption.
Thus we have proved that for k > 1 dim(A <-> B) ® k -1 I.e. din Z(A,B) • n -3. It will be easily seen that If k »0, then also dim Z(A,B) • n -3. naturally, the assumption dim Z(A^(Bj) « n -1 excludes the case k « -1. Let E be a point such that E € -y , E g' A and E & B. Let next if be a plane passing trough E and intersecting tt and (i in lines. We shall show now that <f may be choosen in such a way that in Z(A,B) = <t>. For this purpose we assume a fixed point G in a such that G f( A, G fi y and Z(E,G,A) =o(. Let next P be a variable point of . Then the points E,F t G determine a set of planes having the common line Z(E,G). Denote by M the join of all those planes. Thus we have proved that the subspaces , I 2 , I, are elements of a subspace penoil with a vertex 3ubspace Z(A,B). Therefore dim Z(I.,, Ig, I^) = n -1. Lemma 3.
If dim ZfA^Bj) = n -1 for all 1 + J i,J -1,2,3 and JCA, y^B, then Z(I 1 ,1 2 ,I 3 ) = Z n-2 (A,B).
Proof. Since yCA i j ^ B, it is seen that Ziy.B^ = p for i * 1,2,3 and 
D.WltosyiSska
Proa assumptxonB and (1} it results that dim I = n -2 r = 1,2,3* On the other hand the subspace Z(A,|i) has dimension n -2. Hence, in view of (3), we obtain th9 equalitiess Zd-plg,^) = I 1 o l 2 -I « Z(A,jiJ.
q.e.d.
Katurally, in the case ^fCB and 3 & A we have a similar situation i.e. Z(I 1 ,I 2 ,I^) = Z n~2 (a,B).
L e m m a 4. If dim ZU^.B^) = n -2 for i t j 1,3 -1,2,3, then ZiI 1f I 2t I 3 ) = zn-4(A,B).
Proof.
Notice that if k = -1, then, in view of (1) and (2) Proof. Certainly k ^ 0. Assume that e.g. dim Z (A 1f 3 2 ) n -2. From this, in view of (l), it fallows that dim I^ = n -3 and dim I 2 ^ dim = n -1. Since dim Z.(A 1 ,B 2 ) = n -2, we obtain the inclusions y ca^ and 1 c B 2 (Lem.ua ' ). But K ff A n B, If k = 0, then dim Z (A ,B) = n -3. Now we assume that k >1. Suppose thai S_ 7 £ S", (S. . = A. n Bj. Then dim Z (A.. ,B, ) =• n -3, con- 
